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Challenge
The leaders behind Teriyaki Madness needed help to optimize their brand.  

“As we saw the massive growth that was about to happen, we knew we needed a 

partner to help us with efficiencies across the board,” said Jodi Boyce, the CMO  

of Teriyaki Madness. 

Corporate leaders went looking for a solution to both manage their digital  

presence, and assess customer sentiment. The company wanted to quickly  

discover what was working well, and what wasn’t, and ultimately use what they 

learned to generate more new and repeat customers. 

The team wanted a solution that would enable them to:

• Streamline their review moderation process

• Increase review response rates

• Get a better read on their customers’ experiences

• Improve the restaurant’s business profile listing accuracy

• Build brand awareness and optimize messaging

• Boost overall search engine visibility and in-store traffic

Solution
After researching multiple solutions, the team partnered with Chatmeter.  

This choice was driven, in large part, by the fact that Chatmeter is built to support 

multi-location businesses at scale.

The company’s initial goal was to provide each restaurant with an operationally  

efficient way to process new customer reviews. Chatmeter’s all-in-one reputation 

management platform came to the rescue, making it easy for managers and  

employees to quickly evaluate and respond to customer feedback.

Jodi Boyce says, “Having so many platforms aggregated in one place and getting 

a daily overview of all the [new] reviews is really helpful.” 

Having an all-in-one listings manager not only protects the brand from publishing 

inaccurate or duplicate listings but also ensures listings are optimized around  

current local SEO trends. This helps brands in crowded marketplaces – like fast-

casual dining – to increase local search visibility and stand out from the competition. 

Teriyaki Madness Increases  
Listing Accuracy by 90%, After 
Partnering with Chatmeter  
Denver-based Teriyaki Madness is out to prove that healthy eating can be delicious. 

After figuring out the secret sauce for fast-casual counter-service success (hint: it’s 

teriyaki), the chain expanded to offer delivery, catering, and mobile-order pickup.  

With locations in 24 states and restaurants in Canada and Mexico, Teriyaki Madness 

has healthy profits and big plans to expand its national and international footprint. 

Key Challenge
Teriyaki Madness struggled to  
find efficient ways to manage  
business listings and customer 
reviews as they grew from  
35 franchise locations to  
100 locations and counting. 

Chatmeter  
Products Used
• Reputation Management

• Listings Management

Benefits

100+ Locations

90%
increase in listing accuracy

74%
increase in listing presence

increase in review response rate

“Chatmeter’s social media  
and reputation management  
platform has helped us increase 
sales and profitability.”  

Jodi Boyce, CMO (2019)

https://www.chatmeter.com/
https://www.chatmeter.com/


“would absolutely  
recommend Chatmeter to  
other restaurant brands.  
They’re taking a lot off of  
our plate.”

  Jodi Boyce, Executive VP of  

 Teriyaki Madness
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Results
The Teriyaki Madness leadership team was thrilled to replace tedious, manual  

listings and review management processes with quick, efficient alternatives.  

They valued the increased insight into the overall brand performance that let  

leaders compare company locations and competitors – locally, nationally,  

and internationally. 

After just one year with Chatmeter, Teriyaki Madness:

• Increased listing accuracy by 90%

• Boosted listing presence by 74% 

• Improved their review response rate by 16%

Using Chatmeter to ensure each franchise has complete, accurate business 

profiles on major search sites and map apps connected the restaurant chain to 

thousands of new potential diners. Now, Teriyaki Madness shows up in ‘near me’ 

searches, and hungry locals can get driving directions with one tap. 

The Power of “Big Picture” Visibility 

Chatmeter’s Pulse sentiment analysis tool gives leadership teams visibility into 

their global brand experience, based on direct customer feedback. Boyce explains, 

“With Pulse, you can see how often customers say the same words over and over 

[across hundreds of review sites]. If ‘dry chicken’ keeps coming up, we know we 

need to do something about that immediately with our operations team.”  

Chatmeter’s smart, time-saving tools and deep data gave Teriyaki Madness  

tools to support existing locations and scale successfully as the brand continues  

to grow. 

Save time on tedious tasks and take your restaurant to the next level  
with Chatmeter. Request a demo today! 

The COVID-19 pandemic saw a surge in demand for local delivery. Teriyaki Madness  
has been riding that wave and seeing 5-star reviews from their brand fans.
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